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Warren Clark Golfing Dreams Club Development Plan. 
 
Mission Statement 
 
Warren Clark Golfing Dreams pride themselves to 
delivering Inclusive Golf and Inclusive Multi Sports in a 
safe environment with like minded people ,that are 
Disabled ,have Disabilities or are disadvantaged in 
anyway. 
 
Vision 
 
Warren Clark Golfing Dreams has a clear vision that it would like to offer Disabled people 
anyone with Disabilities or anyone disadvantaged in anyway the opportunity to have 
access to an Inclusive Centre that will be run for free or at low cost to give Disabled people 
the chance to experience the use of a community centre, golf simulation studios, sensory 
room, disabled specific gym and hydro pool,Inclusive Golf and Multi Sports at a meeting 
place with like minded people. 
 
Our vision will be to include a centre which will accommodate sensory needs and should 
not prove to be an over whelming experience due to being specifically adapted to suit 
disabled people. 
 
Our long term goal would be to provide Our Inclusive Centre Experience at other locations. 
 
Strengths 
 
Warren being autistic and having learning disabilities himself, has an understanding of the 
needs of disabled people. 
 
Warren has vast Inclusive golf coaching knowledge and of other Inclusive Sports due to 
his volunteering with the Saints Foundation and at a special needs school in the sports 
department. 
 
Warren is a Proud Ambassador of England Golf-The Governing Body of Golf and the Golf 
Foundation, we work closely with these organisations and have built up a very reputable 
name with many Golfing Organisations. 
 
Warren Clark Golfing dreams are passionate about delivering sessions with Pride to make 
peoples experience a very positive one. 
 
Warren Clark Golfing Dreams has been established for three years ,have had the benefit 
of two small grants from Sport England, one grant was received in 2016 for a Snag Golf 
Inflatable attracting over five thousand people into trying Golf. 



A second grant was received in 2019 for a Dry Range to offer all weather usage for 
disabled people including people with disabilities and are disadvantaged the opportunity of 
developing their golf further beyond the Snag Golf which is plastic golf equipment. 
 
Warren is a PGA level one coach and has done his PGA level one and two inclusive 
courses, has done extensive try golf, street golf and snag golf training including training by 
Els for Autism. 
 
Warren also has a B Tec level two in Sports qualification. 
 
Warren clark Golfing dreams has built great links with outside organisations such as 
England Golf,Golf Foundation, Mencap, National Autistic Society, Ernie Els Els for Autism, 
St Marys Stadium Southampton, Saints Foundation  and various other organisations. 
 
We have a great team of both male and female PGA Pros supporting Warren clark Golfing 
Dreams offering the best knowledge and skills to help and develop disabled people. 
 
Weaknesses 
 
Currently we DO NOT have an Inclusive Centre facilities which create a lot of wasted time 
having to set up for each session. 
 
The Inclusive Centre would provide an Inclusive experience beyond Golf as we could offer 
Inclusive Golf and Inclusive Multi Sports in a permanent facility. 
 
We seek to be able to provide a disabled friendly gym, hydro pool and sensory room which 
will enhance the experiences of our disabled community. 
 
 
Opportunities 
 
We would like to work with external agencies to provide the best possible experience and 
knowledge for inclusive multi sports activities. 
 
From our conversations with disabled people it appears a majority of people live on 
benefits and are stretched and limited to what activities they can take part in due to 
budget, by providing this centre for free or low cost for users we will be reducing social 
isolation, living through promoting good health and daily living through sport relayed 
activities. 
 
We will be encouraging and challenging our users to take up leadership opportunities to 
become Sports Leaders and assisting coaches which could lead to recognised 
qualifications which will also encourage people to gain confidence and skills required to 
help them into potential work opportunities. 
 
Threats 
 
Warren Clark Golfing Dreams are mindful that any funding is very competitive. 
 



If we are given the opportunity to run the Inclusive Centre we will Pride Ourselves to 
deliver the highest standards to ensure that people continue to enjoy our facilities and 
everything our centre would offer. 
 
Objectives 
 
We want to create an Inclusive Centre to enable disabled people to access Inclusive Golf 
and Inclusive Multi Sports in a safe environment. 
 
We would be able to measure whether we are meeting our objectives by asking our clients 
to fill out evaluation and feed back forms on a regular basis. 
 
The objectives are achievable by the clients returning on a regular basis and enjoying their 
experience. 
 
We would keep our objectives realistic by keeping a scheduled time table to make full use 
of the facilities available. 
 
We intend to meet the objectives as soon as the centre is up and running and will 
constantly monitor and change our objectives to make sure everybody's  expectations are 
being met. 
 
 
How the Inclusive Centre will be run. 
 
The centre will be run as three separate sections and each section can be locked 
separately for security. 
 
We intend to have minimal staff and use volunteer coaches and each day service would  
be run on a four weekly rota in the day time. 
 
We intend to have one lot of day service users doing the work i.e assisting the coaches to 
become sports leaders /buddies and every  month or so depending on funding , one user 
that taken part in successful sports leader role will be chosen and have the choice of a gift 
and will be praised by their fellow buddies. 
 
We will rotate and everyone that is able ,will be expected to take part in a combination of 
taking the lead role and then taking part in the various activities provided on a rotation 
basis. 
 
This routine  gives the users the opportunities to take part in the activities as well as taking 
part in a lead role, this will promote peoples self esteem, boost confidence and will 
improve social interaction with others outside of their usual day services groups. 
 
This routine would be used whether it be schools, day services or any other groups. 
 
Evenings and Weekends will be open by demand and bookings and either the full centre 
could be booked for exclusive use or each separate part which is of interest to the group. 



PROJECTED PARTICIPATION FIGURES

We expect to engage with   3113   people in year one.

We will aim to improve our participation figures each 
year.

Lists of users as follows and based on information 
provided to me;

Chrystalis Transgender charity 50 users.

The Butterfly Project Horsham 145 users.

On Course Foundation 50 users.

Disabled golf Association 800 users.

Douglas Bader Foundation 250 users.

The Stratford Centre 70 plus users.

Welsh Disabled Golf Association 150 users.

Scottish Highland Disability Golf 7 users.

Special Olympics 250 users.



Arctic One 350 users.

Grow Project 50 users.

Richard Taunton’s College 25 disabled users
50 students to train as coaches at centre.

Carers Together 300 users.

Edga 100 users.

The YUME Project 25 users.

Burnside 65 users.

FI Golf Academy 25 users.

SHC 150 plus users

QE2 school 106 users.

Linden Lodge School 105 users.

Asian Welfare and Cultural Association 40 users.

Please note most organisations are very reluctant to 
disclose ages, gender and specific disabilities of users 
due to data protection ,these figures are true figures 
that each organisation has predicted to me that will 
use the Inclusive Centre should it be available.
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